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Abstract--- Surveillance systems are to be effective in current scenario, for which development is the challenging 

task for researchers. The major challenge is pedestrian detection in various condition of light. This can well assist 

to the advanced driver system. In this paper, an approach is considered for pedestrian detection and tracking. It can 

avoid the collision among vehicles and pedestrians as well. The different condition of light is considered as in day, 

night, and fog. Therefore a dataset is developed also. The results is compared with the standard multispectral 

dataset KAIST. Experimental results show the performance as high as possible.  

Keywords--- Pedestrian Detection, Object Detection System, Driver Assistance System, Caltech Pedestrian 

Dataset. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As per National Highway Traffic Safety Administration , road traffic casualty percentage has been expanded by 

6% in 2012 and on an average 4,743 people on foot were died which represented 14% of the aggregate traffic related 

fatalities alongside 76, 000 ended up harmed in USA [3]. This rate of pedestrian passing and wounds could be 

diminished by utilizing astute structures for identifying individuals on street. Be that as it may, to give suitable 

safety, such structures need to perceive individuals on foot in moving ecological conditions, and expect the 

likelihood of effect. Street users especially people on foot are more vulnerable to genuine wounds compared with 

drivers in such impacts. Pedestrian Safety has, in this way, picked up the consideration of numerous analysts now a 

days. Safety parts are planned to keep away from the effects and coming about setbacks and wounds by offering 

progressions that alarm the driver to potential issues in advance. These security developments may lit up the auto 

light, interface with phones, alert driver about different autos and risks, keep the driver in the correct path, or 

confirmation what is in dazzle corners.  

Various street mischances quiet occur all around the world in light of poor driving circumstances or a transient 

preoccupation of either the driver or person on foot. From the application's perspective, people on foot area can be 

used by shrewd vehicles and for observation recordings and supported driving frameworks [4] [5].  

PDS are an extraordinary sort of shrewd structures worried to person on foot security. [14].Pedestrian detection 

becomes challenging in extremely varying lighting conditions under which such a detector should operate, namely 

fog, day, and nighttime. 

These are the standard components and challenges that impact the execution of pedestrian recognition systems:  

Pedestrian continually changes in appearances due to the shading, shading, surface, size of the pieces of clothing, 

and they move with various things and articles (boxes, packs, umbrellas). Different kind of situations incorporate 
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urban and congested city zones which are more mind boggling to deal with when contrasted with interstates under 

various atmosphere conditions and changes in light include anomaly in the data. Variability in person on foot shapes 

and stances: Pedestrians may have differing weights, stances, stances and stature figures. When person and camera 

are in moving state, this imprints discovery and following more troublesome.[9] 

In Feature Based Detection: Detectors are created that utilization highlight data by extricating angle highlights 

from the picture to distinguish walker before the vehicle inside a dangerous range. Various surface based 

methodologies like Local twofold examples (LBP) [11] , [12] additionally give great results to the Pedestrian 

recognition. The LBP preferences are its less computational unpredictability and multiscaling [11].Zhang et al. [13] 

suggest that for precise and quick discovery of a human in a picture scene or a video succession, a strong identifier 

is required which can figure promising highlights in slightest computational time. They exhibited an arrangement of 

viable highlights that can be processed effortlessly and are vigorous to outside clamor.  

The exactness of the recognition framework more often than not comes at the cost of high false positive rate. 

With a specific end goal to diminish this false identification rate Z. Wang et al. [15] introduced a two phase machine 

learning calculations based approach for effective and precise person on foot discovery. This approach depends on 

exceptionally productive blend of course AdaBoost indicator and vector work connect net got from machine 

learning area. [1] 

Difference in position make the procedure of recognition more dangerous [1]. One of the prominent strategy in 

such manner is Background subtraction in which the picture is fragmented into foreground and foundation layers 

however this is just conceivable in the cases in which video is caught by a settled camera. Be that as it may, this has 

an evident hindrance for person on foot recognition from the car on the grounds that the moving vehicle gives a 

constantly unique foundation 

II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

The proposed method is stretched out to identify the pedestrian work in various climate and light conditions 

including fog and night vision. Our firsthand video taken from a vehicle driving on regular traffic in an on Indian 

roads. The proposed system contains several additional algorithmic steps.  

The algorithm involves following steps:  

1. Read a video frame. Preprocessing for intensity normalization if required. 

2. Detect the people  

3. Assign Detections to Tracks 

Kalman filter is used to guess the centroid of each track in the current frame, and update its bounding box .  

4. Update Assigned/unassigned Tracks  

The Assigned Tracks updates each assigned track subsequent to the corresponding detection. The update 

Unassigned Tracks act marks each unassigned track as invisible, increases by 1, and appends the predicted bounding 

crate to the track.  

5. Erase Lost Tracks  
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The erase Lost Tracks work erases tracks that have been imperceptible for an excessive number of back to back 

casings. It likewise erases as of late made tracks that have been undetectable for some casings general. Uproarious 

identifications tend to bring about making of false tracks. For this illustration, we evacuate a track under after 

conditions: The protest was followed for a brief timeframe. This commonly happens when a false location appears 

for a couple of casings and a track was started for it. The track was checked undetectable for a large portion of the 

casings. It neglected to get a solid identification inside the previous couple of edges, which is communicated as the 

greatest discovery certainty score [14]. 

6. Create New Tracks 

 Make different tracks from unassigned recognitions. Expect that any unassigned recognition is a begin of 

another track. You can utilize different signals to dispense with boisterous discoveries, for example, size, area, or 

appearance. 

III. EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

We ran the investigations on Intel center i7 utilizing MATLAB R2016 b as incorporated advancement condition 

and runtime stage. We have assessed our proposed technique on our firsthand real time recordings on Indian street 

with daytime, night time and in fog. All dehazing algorithms are capable to get truly good results, it is challenging to 

rank them visually. In order to compare them, proposed algorithm carry out on some challenging images with large 

white or gray regions, since most existing dehazing. Algorithms are not sensitive to the white color. Figure 1, 2 

displays the qualitative evaluation of effects with the four dehazing algorithms on challenging real-world images and 

KAIST dataset. [15]. Table 1 show as the Contrast to Noise Ratio (CNR) and time consumption for various haze 

removal method 

Table 1: CNR and Time Consumption Comparison with Various Haze Removal Method 

Method CNR 

 

 

Elapsed time 

Visibility Matrix method 121.7326 6.403343. 

Decorrelationstreching 47.5122 0.226377 

Histogram equalization 75.4345 0.089230 

 

Fig. 1: a) Hazy Images  b) Haze-Free Images 
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Fig. 2: Results of Different Methods on Real-World Image 

 

Fig. 3: Results of Proposed Methods on KAIST Dataset during Nighttime 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The issue of pedestrian detection and tracking in varying light conditions is examined. Presently, proposed 

method utilized datasets made in various light situations amid day time just and the pedestrian during the daytime, 

night and in fog. Proposed system analyzed the effects of the various preprocessing intensity normalization methods 

on various dataset .Through the experiments, we determined that proposed system firsthand real time dataset are 

very supportive for resolving pedestrian detection problems in numerous conditions. 
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